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Our nominee for the 2022 WITSA Award within the category of "Innovative eHealth 
Solutions Award" is MEDICAI.  

With an innovative approach to the eHealth ecosystem, MEDICAI  start-up is bridging the gap 
between patients and doctors. 

Context and need for Medicai 

Managers and doctors complain they need to carry a bag of CDs to radiologists for interpretation. 
Different studies confirmed that the rate of new medical imaging scans increases a lot faster than 
the number of new radiologists who enter the field. In order to speed up the process to get a 
medical opinion even 5 times faster, with lower costs, more security and control over data, Medicai 
developed its cloud-based medical imaging network that brings together patients, radiologists and 
clinicians in a modern and efficient manner. 

What does Medicai do? 

Medicai uses artificial intelligence to digitize the medical data space, including medical imaging. By 
using could-based technology, Medicai allows real-time collaboration between doctors and patients 
on imaging investigations (CT, MRI, PET-CT and more) and medical documents.  

Medicai enables small and medium clinics, hospitals, doctors, and patients to securely and 
asynchronously collaborate and access medical imaging from anywhere. The solution Medicai 
developed resolves widespread industry compliance issues, in a HIPAA and GDPR compliant way. 
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How Medicai bridges the gap between patients and doctors 

Medicai is helping patients to save time and money 

As a patient using Medicai, one no longer needs to take long, exhausting trips from a clinic to 
another. The patient can upload all imaging investigations and medical documents to his Medicai 
account and request an online consultation or second-opinion in just a few clicks. 

Medicai is enabling true collaboration for doctors 

By using Medicai platform, a doctor can collaborate seamlessly on patient cases, with both other 
doctors or patients. He can add files, chat, and invite other doctors — all in one place, without the 
need for external transfer or communication tools. 



Access your medical archive anywhere 

Through Medicai, anyone can create his secure medical archive in the cloud and access it from 
anywhere, anytime. As soon as one joins Medicai, unlimited imaging investigations can be 
uploaded and any other medical files such as photos, PDFs, Word documents and more. 

Doctors keep all patient data securely, in one place. Investigations can be added to a new case, 
shared with other doctors, or even moved to another workspace when needed. 

Both doctors and patients can view imaging investigations (CTs, RMNs, PET-CTs or any other 
DICOM files) straight into Medicai, in the web browser, without the need for any additional 
software, working fast and reliable on mobile devices and tablets. 

Medicai is more than imaging. It's a community of clinics and doctors. 

Patients can find doctors and clinics for online consultations or second-opinion in just a few clicks. 
They can even send imaging investigations and medical documents directly to the doctor, with no 
other delay. Doctors and clinics can benefit from exposure and treat more patients in a shorter 
timeframe. Easy online collaboration on patient cases makes triage more productive. 

Medicai is already making a difference! 
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Awards and Acknowledgements 

* Best Healthcare Startup @ Microsoft CEE Startups Awards 2022 

* Software Product of the Year - Medicai @ ANIS Gala 2022 

* Startup of the Year - Medicai @ ANIS Gala 2021 
*
* Best Startup in Romania - 2nd place - Medicai - Startarium 2019 Competition 

More information abut Medicai: 

Medicai webpage  

Medicai short presentation video 

Medicai Facebook page 

Medicai LinkedIN page 

Medicai Twitter handle 

Medicai Vimeo page 

Atta Systems’ Medicai Case Study

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6904723065935396864/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6904723065935396864/
https://anis.ro/en/events/gala-anis-2022/
https://anis.ro/en/events/gala-anis-2021/
https://startarium.ro/articol/finala-competitie-pitchday-2019
https://www.medicai.io
https://vimeo.com/629012742
https://www.facebook.com/medicai.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/medicai-io/
https://twitter.com/MedicaiApp
https://vimeo.com/medicai
https://www.atta.systems/case-studies/medicai

